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String compactifications typically require fluxes, for example in order to stabilise moduli. Such

fluxes, when they thread internal dimensions, are topological in nature and take on quantised

values. This poses the puzzle as to how they could arise in the early universe, as they cannot be

turned on incrementally. Working with string inspired models in 6 and 8 dimensions, we show

that there exist no-boundary solutions in which internal fluxes are present from the creation of the

universe onwards. The no-boundary proposal can thus explain the origin of fluxes in a Kaluza-

Klein context. In fact, it acts as a selection principle since no-boundary solutions are only found to

exist when the fluxes have the right magnitude to lead to an effective potential that is positive and

flat enough for accelerated expansion. Within the range of selected fluxes, the no-boundary wave

function assigns higher probability to smaller values of flux. Our models illustrate how cosmology

can act as a filter on a landscape of possible higher-dimensional solutions.
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1 Introduction

To date, string theory represents the most convincing way of combining quantum principles and

gravity. This is because the quantisation of strings leads to remarkable consistency conditions,

which not only require spacetime and matter to obey generalisations of Einstein’s equations, but

in fact also require the presence of additional spatial dimensions [1]. Extra dimensions offer the

prospect of unifying geometry and matter, as already exemplified in the original Kaluza-Klein

model: in that model, gravity, electromagnetism and a scalar field in 4 dimensions are seen to arise

from a pure gravitational theory in 5 dimensions compactified on a circle [2, 3].

Additional spatial dimensions are, however, only compatible with observations if they lead to an

effective 4−dimensional spacetime at currently accessible energy scales, and moreover if the extra

dimensions are static. The former criterion can be achieved either if the extra dimensions are

compact and of sufficiently small volume [4] or if they are warped such that gravity localises on a

4−dimensional submanifold [5,6]. The staticity criterion is necessary because time changing extra

dimensions would lead to variations in coupling constants, most notably in the fine structure con-

stant and in Newton’s constant, and there exist stringent upper bounds on such variations [7]. It

is, however, difficult to keep the volume and shape of the extra dimensions static, especially when

the uncompactified dimensions describe an expanding universe. This is the problem of moduli

stabilisation.

String theory also contains form fields, which may be understood as generalisations of electromag-

netism. A key realisation was that form fields may wrap the extra dimensions (often in combination

with branes), thereby producing potentials for the moduli [8,9]. When such potentials contain min-

ima, the corresponding moduli can be stabilised. Fluxes, seen as possible sources of branes, obey

generalised Dirac quantisation conditions. They are naturally proportional to integer values, and

cannot be turned on incrementally. This raises the question as to how higher-dimensional space-

times with internal fluxes could have arisen in the first place 1. Moreover, the potentials induced

by fluxes depend rather crucially on the amount of flux – if there is too little or too much flux, the

potentials typically do not lead to the desired stabilisation of moduli. Hence a second question is

how the appropriate amount of flux may be fixed. Our aim in the present paper is to provide a

possible answer to both riddles.

1Once flux is present, its amount can be changed by nucleations of membranes [10]. Such tunnelling effects take

place in existing universes, while we are asking how such universes could have come into existence.
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Our answer involves the no-boundary proposal [11], which is a theory of initial conditions for the

universe. Though originally formulated in 4 dimensions, we find that it leads to interesting conse-

quences in the higher-dimensional context. The no-boundary proposal is most easily formulated in

semi-classical gravity, specifically in the path integral formulation. The idea is to calculate the wave

function of the universe by summing over geometries and matter configurations that are compact

and regular. As we will review, this is possible only if one allows for complex saddle points of the

path integral. Thus the creation of the universe may be seen as a quantum process, a process that

would have been forbidden in classical physics.

The shape of no-boundary solutions depends on the theory under consideration. We will consider

toy models, but using only ingredients that are naturally present in string theory. Our main exam-

ple involves an 8−dimensional theory of gravity and 4−form flux, where in addition we consider

the leading α′ correction, namely a R4 correction term. This term acts as an effective source of

vacuum energy [12, 13], just as in the Starobinsky model of inflation in 4 dimensions [14]. The

theory is then compactified on a 4−sphere. With the appropriate amount of flux, this model in-

duces an effective 4−dimensional scalar potential that contains a local minimum for the radion field

(which determines the size of the internal sphere). In addition, it contains an inflationary plateau

for the scalaron field. The inflationary plateau plays a crucial role, as it gives rise to a dynamical

attractor. This is necessary in order for no-boundary solutions to exist, because these solutions

must interpolate between no-boundary initial conditions and real final field values. It is only when

a dynamical attractor is present (provided by inflation here) that such an interpolation becomes

possible [15, 16]. And an inflationary potential only arises for a certain range of fluxes, implying

that the no-boundary proposal automatically selects an amount of flux in that range. Otherwise,

one simply does not obtain a large, classical universe. Moreover, within the allowed range, the

no-boundary wave function assigns probabilities to different amounts of flux, typically favouring

flux amounts that lead to a lower potential. In this way, the no-boundary proposal provides a

probability measure on the landscape of stringy solutions. An interesting questions is then whether

this measure gives reasonable results. This question cannot be fully answered at present. On the

one hand, the no-boundary measure helps in explaining why moduli fields would be stabilised at

minima of their potential, but on the other hand it does not fully answer the question of why infla-

tion lasted for many e-folds, as a few e-folds would have been enough to create a classical universe.

More complete models might eventually clarify this issue.

A second model that we discuss is inspired by the embedding of Salam-Sezgin theory in string the-

ory. This 6−dimensional model is distinguished by its containing a positive potential [17], which
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however is not quite steep enough to allow for inflationary solutions (in fact it sits just at the

boundary of inducing accelerated or decelerated expansion). We consider a generalisation of the

model, with a slightly flatter potential, compactified on a 2−sphere with 2−form flux. Once again

we find no-boundary solutions, describing the nucleation of large, classical universes. A caveat of

this model is that the internal 2−sphere eventually decompactifies, as the potential does not de-

velop a local minimum for any amount of flux. From a Kaluza-Klein point of view, this model is of

particular interest [18] [6], but further ingredients will have to be included to render it more realistic.

Our paper is organised as follows: we start with a brief review of the no-boundary proposal. Then

we will investigate no-boundary solutions in an 8−dimensional model in Section 3, and in the

generalised Salam-Sezgin model in Section 4. Our conclusions are presented in Section 5, and an

appendix provides further details regarding the equations of motion of our models.

2 The no-boundary proposal

The no-boundary proposal is a (quantum) theory of boundary conditions for the universe, most

transparently formulated in the language of path integral quantisation [11] (see also [15] for an

overview, and [19–22] for more recent discussions). One starts by considering the wave function

of the universe, written as a sum over geometries gµν and matter configurations φ interpolating

between initial and final conditions,

Ψ(g1ij , φ1) =

∫
DgµνDφe

i
h̄
S =

∫
DgµνDφe

i
h̄

∫ gij=g1ij , φ=φ1
n.b. dDx

√
−gL , (1)

where S denotes the action and L the corresponding Lagrangian. Here we have denoted the final

(D− 1)−dimensional hypersurface by a subscript 1, and have demanded that the metric and fields

take the values g1ij , φ1 there. The no-boundary initial conditions, denoted n.b. in the equation

above, are chosen such that the saddle points of the path integral are formed by geometries that

contain no boundary in the past, i.e. such that the geometries are compact and regular. The

matter configurations on these saddle point geometries must also be regular. The prototype of

such a geometry occurs when considering the theory of gravity coupled to a positive cosmological

constant Λ = 3H2 with Lagrangian density L = R/2 − Λ, where R denotes the Ricci scalar

curvature. Then a saddle point of the path integral (satisfying δS = 0) consists of a solution to the

equations of motion – in this case the solution is de Sitter spacetime. The no-boundary condition

can be satisfied by considering a section of the complexified de Sitter solution. In 4 dimensions the

de Sitter solution can be written explicitly as

ds2 = −N2dt2 +
1

H2
cosh2(HNt)dΩ2

3 , (2)
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where dΩ2
3 is the metric on a round 3-sphere, and the lapse is trivial, N = 1. de Sitter space can

be understood as a hyperboloid embedded in 5 dimensions. The realisation of Hartle and Hawking

was that at the waist (t = 0) of the hyperboloid, we can glue on a Euclidean section of de Sitter

spacetime, which corresponds simply to half of a 4−sphere. The necessary continuation is

t = −i
(
τ − π

2H

)
,

π

2H
≥ τ ≥ 0 , (3)

with the metric along the Euclidean section being

ds2 = dτ2 +
1

H2
sin2(Hτ)dΩ2

3 . (4)

This has the consequence that now the geometry rounds off smoothly at τ = 0, which is sometimes

referred to as the South Pole of the geometry. In general one could consider a different path in

complexified time, in particular a smooth path, interpolating between τ = 0 and the final time on

which the desired final values of the fields are reached. If there are no singularities, then Cauchy’s

theorem implies that the action remains unchanged – geometries related by such a change of path

(with end points fixed) yield the same action and should be regarded as equivalent. We will refer

to the choice made above, purely Euclidean followed by purely Lorentzian, as a “Hawking” con-

tour [23].

A few remarks are in order: First, since there is no initial boundary, the wave function (1) is a

function of the final values of the fields only. Mathematically implementing the no-boundary con-

dition can however be tricky, as compactness and regularity are typically conditions that cannot be

imposed simultaneously, due to the Heisenberg uncertainty relations (compactness is a condition

on the spatial volume, while regularity is a condition on the expansion rate, which is canonically

conjugate to the volume) [24]; in simple models, it has proven fruitful to impose just the regularity

condition, see [22, 25]2. Since we will be concerned purely with the saddle point geometries, this

subtlety will not be of importance for us.

Second, the action picks up an imaginary contribution due to the Euclidean part of the geometry,

specifically the integral along the 4−sphere part of the geometry gives −i4π2

H2 . This means that the

wave function obtains a weighting

|Ψ| ≈ e
12π2

h̄Λ . (5)

If one allows Λ to change or, rather, if one generalises the model by adding a scalar field with a

potential V (φ), then this relation generalises to [15]

|Ψ| ≈ e
12π2

h̄ |V (φSP )| , (6)

2This choice is also corroborated by an analogy with AdS/CFT [26,27].
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where φSP denotes the (generally complex) value of the scalar field at the South Pole of the ge-

ometry. This formula implies that lower initial values of the potential come out as preferred. In

this way the no-boundary proposal provides probabilities for different histories. We should add

that if the complex conjugate choice of Wick rotation had been made in (3), then the weighting

would have been the inverse, and higher potential values would have been preferred [28]. However,

such a choice yields an inconsistent model, in which tensor fluctuations obey an inverse Gaussian

distribution [29–31], and thus the sign of the Wick rotation is fixed to be that in (3).

Third, the no-boundary geometry reaches zero size yet avoids a big bang type singularity. This

is made possible precisely by allowing the metric (and generally matter fields) to take complex

values. This is very much in analogy with ordinary tunnelling in quantum mechanics, where classi-

cally impossible boundary conditions can be overcome by allowing fields (or time, equivalently the

lapse function) to become complex [32–34]. However, an important requirement for no-boundary

solutions to exist is that they must reach the desired final, real field values imposed on the final

hypersurface. These final values, which are the arguments of the wave function, are the physically

measurable quantities, and thus must be real valued. Reaching real values is, however, a non-trivial

requirement, and in fact only occurs when the dynamical theory contains an attractor. Just two

cosmological examples are currently known: inflation [15] and ekpyrosis [16, 35]. We will focus on

inflationary solutions, as ekpyrotic universes require an ill-understood bounce phase to reach the

current expanding phase of the universe. The attractor has a further consequence: it drives the

wave function to a semi-classical (WKB) form in which the phase of the wave function changes

rapidly as the universe expands, while the weighting tends to a constant value. This feature allows

one to associate probabilities to different cosmological histories.

After this brief overview, we are in a position to look for no-boundary solutions in a higher-

dimensional setting. We will not consider off-shell configurations in the path integral (1), nor issues

of integration contours, leaving these questions for future work. Rather, we will focus on saddle

point solutions which we expect to provide the dominant contributions to the no-boundary wave

function.

3 An 8-dimensional Starobinsky model

Low-energy approximations to string theory, to order O(α′0 = 1) in the string length, do not seem

to allow for de Sitter solutions [36]. In fact, obtaining even a short, transient, period of accelerated

expansion proves difficult [37]. However, both due to the extended nature of the strings as well as
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due to quantum corrections, we expect higher curvature corrections to be present. These can act

as effective potentials, opening the possibility of accelerated solutions. Here we will consider the

case where an Rm term is added to the higher-dimensional action [12]. Our aim is not to find an

explicit embedding into string theory (though this is a highly desirable goal for future work), but

rather to consider an example where a higher curvature term proves useful in obtaining solutions

of potential cosmological relevance.

Thus we take the starting action in D dimensions to be given by

S =
1

2

∫
dDx

√
−ĝ
(
R̂+ αR̂m − 1

2p!
q2F 2

(p)

)
, (7)

with m a positive integer and we consider a generic p-form flux F(p) with coupling q, satisfying

a Bianchi identity dF(p) = 0. As is well known, the Rm term effectively introduces a new scalar

degree of freedom [38, 39]. This can be made manifest by performing a conformal transformation

on the metric,

ĝµν ≡ e2ϕgµν , (8)

under which√
−ĝ = eDϕ

√
−g , R̂ = e−2ϕ [R− 2(D − 1)�ϕ− (D − 1)(D − 2)∇µϕ∇µϕ] . (9)

The trick now is to rewrite the action as

S =
1

2

∫
dDx

√
−ĝ
(
f,R̂R̂− U −

1

2p!
q2F 2

(p)

)
(10)

with U = (f,R̂R̂− f) and f = R̂+ αR̂m. Then we obtain

S =
1

2

∫
dDx
√
−g
(
f,R̂e

(D−2)ϕ [R− 2(D − 1)�ϕ− (D − 1)(D − 2)∇µϕ∇µϕ]

−eDϕU − 1

2p!
e(D−2p)ϕq2F 2

(p)

)
. (11)

As long as we choose

e(2−D)ϕ = f,R̂ = (1 +mαR̂m−1) , (12)

we will end up in Einstein frame. Here we must assume that 1 + mαR̂m−1 > 0. This choice has

the added benefit that the �ϕ term in (11) turns into a total derivative, and can be dropped. The

potential is then given by

V (ϕ) =
1

2
eDϕU =

α(m− 1)

2(mα)
m
m−1

(
e(2−D+m−1

m
D)ϕ − e

(m−1)D
m

ϕ
) m
m−1

(13)
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Now we can see that the potential develops a plateau, i.e. a region of the potential which is positive

and very flat, when 2 − D + m−1
m D = 0, i.e. when D = 2m [12]. This occurs for instance in

Starobinsky’s model of inflation, in D = 4 and with an R̂2 term in the action [14]. Below, we will

consider the example of D = 8 and consequently fix m = 4.

As a final step, we can rescale the scalar to make it canonically normalised,√
(D − 1)(D − 2)ϕ ≡ φ , (14)

so that the action ends up being given by

S =
1

2

∫
dDx

√
−ĝ
(
R̂+ αR̂4 − 1

2
q2F 2

(p)

)
(15)

=

∫
dDx
√
−g
(
R

2
− 1

2
∇µφ∇µφ− V (φ)− 1

4p!
q2e

D−2p√
(D−1)(D−2)

φ
F 2
(p)

)
(16)

with potential

V (φ) =
3

211/3α1/3

(
e(
D
4
−2)ϕ − e−

3D
4
ϕ
) 4

3
= α̃

(
1− e−

√
6
7
φ
) 4

3

, (17)

where we inserted D = 8 into the last expression and redefined the numerical prefactor for conve-

nience.

In the lower-dimensional theory, there will be an extra contribution to the potential coming from

the flux term. As we discussed in Section 2, in order for no-boundary solutions to exist, an at-

tractor must be present. The best known example of a cosmological attractor is an inflationary

one, and we will focus on this example. However, inflation requires a suitably flat potential, and

the generically rather steep φ−dependence resulting from the flux term makes it difficult to find

potentials that are flat enough. There is one exception [13], which occurs when p = D/2, as in

that case the φ−coupling to the flux disappears. Thus we will choose p = 4. The equations of mo-

tion are presented in equations (52)-(54) in Appendix A. As an aside, we note that terms quartic

in the Riemann curvature tensor, as well as a 4−form gauge potential, arise in 11-dimensional su-

pergravity [40–42], and will thus be present generically upon compactification down to 8 dimensions.

The metric ansatz for our compactification reads

ds28 = e
− 2√

3
χ
ds24 + e

1√
3
χ
dΩ2

4 . (18)

Here χ parameterises the size of an internal 4-sphere. The numerical coefficients have been chosen

so that the kinetic term for χ assumes canonical form in the dimensionally reduced theory. We
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will restrict to a 4-dimensional closed FLRW metric ds24 = −N2dt2 +a(t)2dΩ2
3 and correspondingly

assume that the radion χ(t) depends only on time. We will also assume the presence of 4−form

flux on the sphere, with magnetic flux configuration

F(4) = 2n4 vol(S4) . (19)

Here n4 will be proportional to an integer flux quantum number [43] (the factor of 2 is added for

convenience),

n4 =
2π

2q vol(S4)
z =

3

8πq
z , z ∈ Z . (20)

Note that the numerical values of n4 are typically not integral, since the spacings between values

are determined by the value of the charge q.

The action then reads

S =
16π4

3

∫
dt

(
−3

aȧ2

N
+

a3

2N

(
φ̇2 + χ̇2

)
+ 3Na−Na3V (φ, χ)

)
+

[
3
a2ȧ

N
− a3χ̇√

6N

]
surface

. (21)

The surface terms can be eliminated on the final hypersurface by adding a York-Gibbons-Hawking

boundary term there [44,45]. On the initial hypersurface we will not add any boundary term (since

there is not meant to be a boundary there), but they would vanish in any case for saddle point

geometries with a(0) = 0. Effectively the action is that of a 4-dimensional scale factor a(t) coupled

to two scalar fields φ, χ moving in an effective potential

V (φ, χ) = α̃

(
1− e−

√
6
7
φ
) 4

3

e
− 2√

3
χ

+ n24e
−2
√
3χ − 6e−

√
3χ . (22)

The potential contains a plateau in φ, in direct analogy with the Starobinsky model of inflation.

There is a second field however, namely the radius of the internal sphere. For sufficiently large

values of the flux n4, this field develops a minimum at positive values of the potential, see the

example in Fig. 1 where we chose α̃ = 1, n4 = 13. In such a case, a valley forms along which

inflationary solutions can be expected to be found.

We can now look for examples of solutions, to see if this expectation is borne out. The equations

of motion are given by

0 = 3
ä

a
+ φ̇2 + χ̇2 −N2V , (23)

0 = φ̈+ 3Hφ̇+N2V,φ , (24)

0 = χ̈+ 3Hχ̇+N2V,χ , (25)
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0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.010

Figure 1: Potential for α̃ = 1 and n4 = 13. The left panel contains a blue surface at V = 0 for

reference. The right panel provides a slice at φ = 6, where we can see that a valley exists

allowing χ to be stabilised at χmin ≈ 2.8 (with a small slope along the orthogonal φ

direction). The inflationary valley eventually drops to negative values, as is evident from

the left panel.

while the constraint is

3(ȧ2 +N2) =
a2

2
(φ̇2 + χ̇2) + a2N2V . (26)

The on-shell Lagrangian is obtained by using the constraint

Son−shell =
32π4

3

∫
dt
(
3Na−Na3V (φ, χ)

)
. (27)

For φ ' 1, the φ dependence in the potential (22) becomes negligible in determining the minimum

χmin, which is specified by a solution to the condition [13]

3e
√
3χmin − α̃

3
e

4
3

√
3χmin = n24 . (28)

At the minimum, the value of the potential is

Vmin =
2α̃

3
e−

2
3

√
3χmin − 3e−

√
3χmin . (29)

Larger flux implies a larger χmin, which translates into a higher valley floor. Given that the location

of the minimum in χ is approximately independent of φ, this implies that at χmin we obtain an

effective potential that depends to good approximation solely on φ,

Veff (φ) = V (φ, χmin) ≈ Vmin
(

1− e−
√

6
7
φ
) 4

3

. (30)

We are now looking for no-boundary solutions in this potential, i.e. solutions that are regular and

compact [46]. Compactness means that we would like to set a(0) = 0. Regularity is best determined
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Figure 2: Density plots of the imaginary values of the scale factor and the scalar field, in the

complex time plane. The South Pole resides at the origin; the horizontal axis corresponds

to Euclidean time, the vertical axis to Lorentzian time. Darker colours indicate smaller

imaginary values, so that the black lines show the locus of real field values. The dashed

line in the right panel indicates the “Hawking” contour used in Fig. 3. One can see that

at late times, overlapping dark lines emerge in both plots, indicating that one approaches

a real, classical solution of the equations of motion. The parameters chosen are α̃ =

1, n4 = 13. The present solution has constant sphere size χmin = 0.00281, initial scalar

field value φSP = 6.1104 − 0.09991i and it reaches the final values a1 = 200, φ1 = 6 at

time τ = 53.185 + 83.538i, as marked by a red dot.

by expanding the equations of motion and the constraint as a Taylor series around the origin. This

is not complicated numerically, though the expressions beyond the leading terms can be rather

lengthy. In the present case, the leading order terms (in Euclidean time) are found to be

a(τ) = τ − 1

18
V (φSP )τ3 +O(τ5) , (31)

φ(τ) = φSP +
1

8
V ′(φSP )τ2 +O(τ4) . (32)

Note that φSP is a complex integration constant, which we need to determine. It has to be ad-

justed such that a and φ take specified (real) final values a1, φ1 at some common final time t1.

This is where the inflationary attractor is required: although it is not difficult to choose φSP such

that the values a1, φ1 are reached somewhere, the non-trivial part is that they must be reached

simultaneously. We find φSP by using a numerical optimisation algorithm. More specifically, we

integrate the equations of motion up to a point in the complexified time plane where the scalar

field takes the specified value φ1. Then we use a Newtonian algorithm to adjust the final time as

well as φSP such that the scale factor a approaches the desired value a1 simultaneously up to a
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specified accuracy (which we take to be 8 significant digits).
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Figure 3: Field evolutions for the no-boundary solution shown in Fig. 2, along a “Hawking” path,

starting at the South Pole in a Euclidean direction and then turning 90 degrees into the

Lorentzian time direction at the location where real field values are reached at the final

time. Blue curves show the real parts, while orange curves show the imaginary parts

(magnified 1000 times for the scale factor, and 10 times for the scalar field).

A representative example of a solution is provided in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 provides a “global”

view of the solution, as it shows a density plot of the imaginary parts of both the scale factor and

the scalar field over the relevant region in the complexified time plane. A darker colour means a

smaller imaginary part, so that the black lines in the figure show the locus of real field values. One

can see that the scale factor is approximately real on a line segment protruding in the Euclidean

time direction from the origin, and also on a vertical/Lorentzian line. The scalar field becomes real

at large times on the exact same vertical/Lorentzian line. This shows that, despite the complex

(quantum) starting point, the solution approaches a real, classical solution of the equations of mo-

tion at late times. In the right panel of Fig. 2 the dashed line shows the contour used to describe

the typical de Sitter instanton in Section 2, following the Euclidean direction from the South Pole,

and then turning abruptly into the Lorentzian direction so as to reach the final asymptotic classical

solution. The field evolutions along this contour are shown in Fig. 3. Note that we enhanced the

imaginary parts of the fields for better visibility. One can see that the scalar φ is almost real at

the South Pole, and then becomes exactly real on the final hypersurface. The scale factor is that

of an approximate 4−sphere morphing into a Lorentzian de Sitter solution. Thus these solutions

can be regarded as small complex deformations of the de Sitter prototype solution.

It is important to recall that in addition to the fields shown here, the radion sits at its mini-

mum, χ = χmin. This implies that these solutions describe a 4−dimensional inflationary universe,

with a stable internal 4−sphere, and on that 4−sphere we have n4 units of magnetic flux. Thus

this solution describes the creation of an 8−dimensional universe, with precisely the Kaluza-Klein
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characteristics we searched for. We should point out that at the creation of the universe, i.e.

at τ = 0, the scale factor is zero while the radius of the internal sphere already has size χmin.

Because this is a product geometry, the spatial volume of the universe is nevertheless zero there,

as
√
−g = a3 Vol(S4). This is very much in analogy with the Nariai no-boundary solutions with

topology dS2 × S2 discussed in [47], while here we have dS4 × S4.

Similar solutions can be found for other final values of the scalar field and scale factor. For fixed

final scale factor a1 = 200, we show the corresponding South Pole values of the scalar field and the

corresponding weightings in Fig. 4. One can think of each such solution as being part of a series

in which the fields continue to roll down the potential along a classical solution of the equations

of motion, with the scale factor undergoing accelerated expansion in 4 dimensions, and with the

internal (flux-threaded) 4−sphere remaining of fixed size. The probabilities for the different classical

solutions are then provided by the weightings shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the weightings are

larger for solutions that emerge lower on the potential.
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Figure 4: Optimised South Pole values and weightings for different final scalar field values φ1,

for fixed final scale factor a1 = 200. The parameters chosen are again α̃ = 1, n4 =

13. Solutions that emerge lower on the potential (smaller φ1) are seen to have higher

probability, as is expected for no-boundary initial conditions.

For small enough φ the potential turns negative, and thus the fate of universes such as those just

described would be to collapse eventually. In this respect the solutions described here are just toy

model solutions, lacking a proper graceful exit mechanism, though they demonstrate explicitly that

universes with stable internal dimensions can be created via no-boundary instantons.

For different values of the flux, we obtain different potentials. At small values of the flux, the valley

floor resides at negative values of the potential. For larger values of the flux, the valley floor rises

and eventually merges with the top of the adjacent hill. Beyond this critical value for the flux,

no minimum exists anymore, and the potential just falls off towards zero as χ → ∞. In the latter

case, there can be inflationary solutions with the field space trajectory moving to large χ values
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Figure 5: The effective potentials that arise in stable valleys for the fluxes n4 = 12, 13, 14, 15. Larger

flux corresponds to a higher potential.

(instead of rolling along the φ direction), corresponding to a decompactification of the internal

manifold. Thus, there is only a certain range of n4 which gives rise to suitable potentials, keeping

α̃ = 1 fixed: when n4 / 11.7, the valley floor drops to negative values, and since inflation cannot

then occur, no-boundary solutions do not exist. Around n4 ≈ 15.1 the valley floor merges with the

adjacent ridge in the potential, so that no extremum remains and only decompactifying solutions

exist. Thus, imposing the final condition of having a large classical 4−dimensional universe with a

stable internal manifold, selects a range of fluxes. In the present model this range is

11.7 / n4 / 15.1 (α̃ = 1) . (33)

Within this range, no-boundary solutions can be found. We illustrate the shape of the potential

valleys for the cases n4 = 12, 13, 14, 15 in Fig. 5. Larger flux corresponds to a higher potential. Fig.

6 then shows the optimised South Pole scalar field values for no-boundary solutions with final vales

a1 = 200 and different φ1, for the different values of the flux (the colour coding being the same as

in Fig. 5). As one can see from the right panel in the figure, solutions that evolve at smaller values

of the potential are preferred. This means that typically the no-boundary proposal will only lead

to a short period of accelerated expansion, if no other conditions are imposed (though it must be

sufficiently long for the inflationary attractor to get a chance to operate – for very short periods of

inflation, no no-boundary solutions can be found). We do not see this as a serious drawback at this

stage, as our model is highly simplified. A realistic model would have to incorporate many more

features of our universe, and would likely contain many more consistency requirements.

From our point of view, the main conclusion to be drawn is that the no-boundary proposal pro-

vides a mechanism for creating universes with stable internal manifolds, containing quantised fluxes.
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Figure 6: Optimised South Pole values and weightings for different final scalar field values φ1, for

fixed final scale factor a1 = 200, for different values of the internal flux n4. Smaller

potentials are seen to be favoured, which is a characteristic feature of the no-boundary

proposal.

Moreover, one obtains a probability distribution not just for different solutions but also for differ-

ent fluxes. Conditioned on the requirement of obtaining a large universe with a stable internal

manifold, this probability distribution is non-zero only in a restricted range. Within that range,

values of the flux that lead to lower potentials are preferred. Given that the fluxes are quantised,

one may thus conclude that the no-boundary proposal selects the lowest quantised value that still

leads to a potential containing an inflationary valley. While we can evidently not yet develop this

setting into a fully realistic model of the universe (containing, as mentioned above, realistic particle

physics, etc.), we note however that this is consistent with the current non-observation of primordial

gravitational waves, which would have been expected to arise in models with higher potentials.

For completeness, let us mention that further solutions can be found, though they turn out to be

less probable than the ones discussed above. In particular, adjacent to the potential valleys just

discussed are ridges in the potential, cf. again Fig. 1. A phase of accelerated expansion can take

place on a ridge, with the fields rolling down towards the valley floor afterwards. Such a solution

is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Its action is given by |Im(S)|= 6.96 × 105, significantly smaller than

the solutions that evolve along the valley floor, cf. the right panel in Fig. 4. This provides a good

illustration of the way in which the no-boundary proposal is a theory of initial conditions, as it

assigns different probabilities to different histories of the universe.

4 Generalised Salam-Sezgin model

We also consider the example of 6−dimensional Salam-Sezgin theory [17]. This theory is special

from the supergravity point of view, as it contains a positive scalar potential. It may thus even-

tually play a role in realistic cosmological model building. However, as we will see, taken at face

value the potential is not quite flat enough to allow for accelerated solutions. Still, only a small
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Figure 7: Imaginary field values for a, φ, χ respectively (from left to right) in the complexified

time plane (Euclidean time is in the horizontal direction, Lorentzian time vertical), for a

solution in which the sphere radion starts off on a ridge in the potential and then rolls

down to the valley. Dark lines correspond to zero imaginary part, i.e. to the locus of real

field values. The corresponding field evolutions along a Hawking type path are shown

in Fig. 8. The parameters chosen are α̃ = 1, n4 = 13. The solution reaches the values

a1 = 200, φ1 = 6, χ1 = 2.8 by starting from the optimised South Pole values φSP =

6.0440 − 0.025359i, χSP = 3.6273 − 0.065048i and ending at time τ = 40.677 + 73.123i,

marked by a red dot.

modification is required to render the potential sufficiently flat.

The action of the six-dimensional Salam-Sezgin theory is [17]

S =

∫
d6x
√
−g
(
R

2
− 1

2
∇µφ∇µφ−

1

4 · 2!
eφF 2

(2) −
1

4 · 3!
e2φH2

(3) − 4g2e−φ
)
. (34)

The fluxes obey the Bianchi identities

dF(2) = 0 , dH(3) =
1

2
F(2) ∧ F(2) , (35)

which can be integrated to give

F(2) = dA(1) , H(3) = dB(2) +
1

2
A(1) ∧ F(2) . (36)

The field equations are given by equations (56) - (59) in Appendix A.

Consider the ansatz

ds2 = −N(t)2dt2 + a(t)2dΣ2
3 + b(t)2dΣ2

2 , φ = φ(t) ,

F(2) = f0 vol(Σ2) , H(3) = h0 vol(Σ3) ,
(37)

where dΣ2
2,3 are the respective metrics on the spaces Σ2,Σ3 (denoted collectively Σ2,3) with asso-

ciated volume forms vol(Σ2,3), and f0 and h0 are constants. We will assume that the spaces Σ2,3
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Figure 8: Field evolutions for the no-boundary solution shown in Fig. 7, along a path that starts

from the South Pole in the Euclidean time direction, and then proceeds along the

Lorentzian direction at τ = 40.677. Imaginary parts have been multiplied by 104 for

the scale factor and 10 for the scalars, so as to improve visibility. For this solution, the

radion χ starts out along a ridge in the potential (χ ≈ 3.6), cf. the right panel of Fig. 1,

and then slides down towards the valley floor at χmin ≈ 2.8.

are Einstein with Ric(Σ2,3) = λ2,3g(Σ2,3), where, without loss of generality, λ2,3 = −1, 0, 1. For

λ2,3 = 1, Myers’s theorem states that Σ2,3 are necessarily compact, assuming that they do not have

a boundary. When λ2,3 = −1, 0, we take Σ2,3 = H2,3/ΓH,R2,3/ΓR respectively, where ΓH and ΓR

are discrete subgroups. This ansatz satisfies the Bianchi identities in (35).

If we quantise the Salam-Sezgin theory, we expect the constants f0 and h0 to be quantised due to

the quantisation of the Page charges

Q2 =
1

2π

∫
C2

F(2) ∈ Z , (38)

Q3 =
1

2π

∫
C3

(
H(3) −

1

2
A(1) ∧ F(2)

)
∈ Z , (39)

where C2,3 are non-trivial two and three-cycles. For our ansatz, this yields

f0 =
2πQ2

Vol(Σ2)
, (40)

h0 =
2πQ3

Vol(Σ3)
. (41)

For convenience, we write down the Hodge duals of the fluxes

∗F(2) =
f0NB

3

A2
dt ∧ vol(Σ3) , ∗H(3) = −h0NA

2

B3
dt ∧ vol(Σ2) . (42)

From this, we observe that the flux equations of motion are trivially satisfied. The dynamics are

thus encoded in the scalar and Einstein equations.

Before we get into these, let’s see how one recovers the R1,3 × S2 vacuum solution from (37).

This vacuum does not support a three-form flux, so we set h0 = 0. The scalar is stationary, so
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φ(t) = constant. Furthermore, the geometry of the vacuum is a direct product (as opposed to a

warped product), so b(t) = constant, and Σ2 = S2 (λ2 = 1). This leaves us with N(t) and a(t) as

well as Σ3. It can be seen that the metric

ds24 = −N(t)2dt2 + a(t)2dΣ2
3 (43)

for Einstein spaces Σ3 is flat only if a(t) = t and Σ3 = H3 (λ3 = −1) in the gauge N(t) = 1. Here,

we have chosen the Σ3 to be the entire hyperbolic space rather than a compact quotient to encode

the entire topological structure of R1,3.

As we just reviewed, with a static internal 2−sphere, the Salam-Sezgin solution admits a Minkowski

vacuum in a Kaluza-Klein setting. This suggests that it might be possible to obtain cosmologically

relevant solutions when the sphere is modified, in particular when it is allowed to be time dependent.

As before, we will be chiefly interested in no-boundary solutions. For these to exist, a smooth

rounding-off of the geometry must be admissible. This requires that we take Σ3 = S3, which we

will assume henceforth. Furthermore, a regular solution must be able to satisfy the constraint

0 = 3

(
ȧ

a

)2

+

(
ḃ

b

)2

+ 6
ȧḃ

ab
− 1

2
φ̇2 +

3

2a2
+

1

b2
− 4g2e−φ − f20

4b4
eφ − h20

4a6
e2φ . (44)

By inspection one can see that the last term is problematic when a→ 0, as there is no other term

that could cancel the associated blow-up (if eφ ∝ a3 then the potential will blow up instead). Hence

we cannot have flux on the 3−sphere, only on the internal 2−sphere.

However, even with h0 = 0 we still cannot obtain no-boundary solutions unless the dynamics

also allows for inflation. With a potential of exponential form, the asymptotic solutions are well

known [48], and if the potential has the functional form V (φ) = e−cφ then the scale factor will

grow as a(t) ∝ t1/c
2
. Thus one obtains accelerated expansion as long as |c|< 1. This is also the

condition for having a dynamical attractor. Hence we can see that the Salam-Sezgin theory, with

c = 1, resides just on the boundary between accelerated and decelerated solutions. This means that

when remaining strictly in the Salam-Sezgin theory, it will not be possible to obtain no-boundary

solutions [49]. We are thus led to consider a small modification of the Salam-Sezgin theory, allowing

for shallower potentials: we will take the potential to be given by V (φ) = 4g2e−cφ. Analogously,

we will generalise the coupling of the dilaton to the 2-form flux to be given by an ecφ factor. Then
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the equations of motion read

0 = φ̈+

(
3
ȧ

a
+
ḃ

b

)
φ̇− 4cg2e−cφ +

f20 c

4b4
ecφ , (45)

0 =
ä

a
+ 2

(
ȧ

a
+
ḃ

b

)
ȧ

a
+

1

a2
− 2g2e−cφ +

f20
8b4

ecφ , (46)

0 =
b̈

b
+

(
3
ȧ

a
+
ḃ

b

)
ḃ

b
+

1

b2
− 2g2e−cφ − 3f20

8b4
ecφ , (47)

while the constraint reads

0 = 3

(
ȧ

a

)2

+

(
ḃ

b

)2

+ 6
ȧḃ

ab
− 1

2
φ̇2 +

3

2a2
+

1

b2
− 4g2e−cφ − f20

4b4
ecφ . (48)

Here a denotes the scale factor of the intended 3 large dimensions, b is the scale factor of the

internal S2, and φ is the dilaton.
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Figure 9: This graph shows a density plot of the imaginary parts of a, b and φ in the complexified

time plane. Darker shades mean smaller imaginary part, so that the black lines mark

the locus of real field values. At late times, the dark lines become aligned with the

Lorentzian time direction and start overlapping, hence a classical universe is obtained.

For this example we used c = 1/10, f0 = 1 and the final values (φ1, a1, b1) = (1, 15, 2)

are reached at time τ = 2.1135 + 4.3388i. The optimised parameters are φSP = 1.5621−

0.29160i, bSP = 0.54365 + 0.29203i.

We are looking for no-boundary solutions, i.e. for solutions that are regular at the origin and reach

desired real values (φ1, a1, b1) on the final S3 × S2 hypersurface. Regularity at the origin implies

that the geometry must become Euclidean there. More precisely, if we Taylor expand solutions
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Figure 10: These graphs show the field evolutions along a path in the complexified time plane that,

starting from the South Pole of the solution, first follows the Euclidean time direction

and then the Lorentzian time direction, for the solution shown in Fig. 9. Blue curves

stand for real parts, orange curves for the imaginary parts of the fields (the imaginary

part of the scale factor a has been enhanced for better visibility). The internal scale

factor b keeps expanding, indicating that this solution will decompactify.

starting at a(t = 0) = 0, then we find the following series expansions (in Euclidean time τ = it ),

φ(τ) =φSP +

(
cecφSP

32b4SP
− 1

2
ce−cφSP

)
τ2 +O(τ4) , (49)

a(τ) =
1√
2
τ +

(
5ecφSP

288
√

2b4SP
− 1

36
√

2b2SP
− e−cφSP

18
√

2

)
τ3 +O(τ5) , (50)

b(τ) =bSP +

(
−3ecφSP

64b3SP
− 1

4
bSP e

−cφSP +
1

8bSP

)
τ2 +O(τ4) . (51)

Here φSP and bSP are arbitrary (and in general complex) integration constants we optimise using a

Newtonian algorithm, as described in Section 3. An example of a solution is given in Figs. 9 and 10.

As seen from Fig. 10, the scalar field is initially complex but it quickly becomes real valued. Once

it is real, it simply rolls down the exponential potential, as expected. The scale factor a becomes

real rather fast, and then expands in an accelerated fashion. The “internal” scale factor b takes

longer to become real, but then it eventually starts expanding too. This is because the scalar acts

as a source for the scale factor of the sphere, and since φ keeps rolling down its potential, the scale

factor b has to keep evolving too. Thus we obtain a large universe with flux, but unfortunately the

extra dimensions keep growing, so that we do not obtain a realistic universe.

Future work may allow for a resolution of this issue. There are several avenues that seem worth

exploring: one could try to stabilise the dilaton too, so that both b and φ would remain constant.

The equations of motion (45)–(48) suggest that this is possible if ecφ = 8g2b2, with f0g = 1
2 . This

looks promising, except that the “large” scale factor is forced to remain Euclidean, as the equations

reduce to ȧ2 = −1
2 . Perhaps this obstacle can be overcome by adding further matter fields, that

can act as a source for the scale factor. Another possibility would be to investigate more general
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compactifications, also from 10 or 11 dimensions. The Salam-Sezgin model in any case possesses

an interesting embedding in higher dimensions [18] containing a 3−dimensional hyperbolic internal

space, with remarkable gravity localising properties [6, 50]. This setting thus seems worthwhile of

further exploration.

5 Discussion

A central question of theoretical physics is which aspects of our world arose out of necessity, and

which out of happenstance. Quantum gravity, and string theory in particular, has greatly ex-

panded the scope of this question. On the one hand, there are stringent consistency conditions,

that for instance demand that extra spatial dimensions exist. On the other hand, string theory

has provided a setting in which a single theory leads to a myriad of solutions, so that in the

end we are faced with the question as to why the particular solution that describes our universe

was given preference over all the others. This question may largely turn out to be one of cosmology.

Our work illustrates how cosmology may act as a strong selection principle on solutions. In the

context of string inspired toy models, we have described solutions that explain how a universe with

internal dimensions, and moreover with internal flux, can arise. These solutions obey no-boundary

initial conditions, and as such they have finite curvature everywhere (and finite action), and hence

they are fully trustworthy already at the semi-classical level [51]. As we have discussed, these solu-

tions are only possible if the effective scalar potential allows for an inflationary region, which only

occurs for certain ranges of the internal flux. Since internal flux is quantised, at most a handful

of values of flux are typically expected to be viable. It is in this sense that cosmology acts as a

selection principle on solutions. In addition, the no-boundary proposal provides probabilities for

different amounts of flux, and for different solutions, see also our summarising Fig. 11.

Quite generally, internal flux enhances the scalar potential. Since the no-boundary proposal assigns

higher probability to lower potential values, smaller amounts of flux come out as preferred, as long

as they are compatible with a large, classical universe. In general, string solutions contain many

moduli, and one has to explain why all (or at least most) of them are stabilised, especially once an

initial inflationary phase comes to an end. Here we would simply remark that the preference for

lower values of the potential may help in this regard, as it naturally puts all moduli at the minima

of their potentials. Then it remains to explain why just one (or perhaps a few) started out higher

up on the potential, leading to an inflationary phase. Explaining this aspect might be feasible

in the sense that classical universes are only seen to arise if a phase of accelerated expansion (or
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Figure 11: A schematic summary, based on the model of Section 3: no-boundary solutions only

exist when a dynamical attractor is present, in this case inflation. But the potential

is positive and inflationary only for sufficiently large flux values. When the flux is

too large, the inflationary valley in the potential disappears and the extra dimensions

decompactify. No-boundary solutions with stable extra dimensions only exist for a range

of flux values, and in this way the no-boundary proposal restricts the possible amounts

of flux. In this manner, cosmology can act as a selection principle on the landscape of

string theory solutions.

perhaps one of high-pressure contraction [52]) have taken place.

At present our models are not sufficiently sophisticated to address detailed questions about our

universe. For this, further ingredients are evidently necessary, such as fields that describe particle

physics, dark matter and a late quintessence phase. Also, we did not attempt to embed our models

into complete string theoretic solutions. These are obvious and desirable goals for future research.

Rather, we have demonstrated a general principle, namely that cosmology drastically restricts the

landscape of quantum gravity solutions. This seems a promising direction to pursue.
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A Higher-dimensional equations of motion

A.1 R4 theory in 8 dimensions

The field equations of the R4 theory after the field redefinition in (8) for D = 8 and p = 4 are

d∗dφ− V ′(φ) vol8 = 0 , (52)

d∗F(4) = 0 , (53)

RMN = ∂Mφ∂Nφ+
1

3
V (φ)gMN +

q2

12

(
FMP1P2P3

F P1P2P3
N − 1

8
F 2
(4)gMN

)
, (54)

where

V (φ) = α̃

(
1− e−

√
6
7
φ
) 4

3

, (55)

and vol8 = ∗1.3

A.2 Salam-Sezgin theory

The field equations for the Salam-Sezgin theory are

d∗dφ− 1

4
eφF(2) ∧ ∗F(2) −

1

2
e2φH(3) ∧ ∗H(3) + 4g2e−φ vol6 = 0 , (56)

d(eφ∗F(2)) + e2φF(2) ∧ ∗H(3) = 0 , (57)

d(e2φ∗H(3)) = 0 , (58)

RMN = ∂Mφ∂Nφ+ 2g2e−φgMN +
1

2
eφ
(
FMPF

P
N − 1

8
(F(2))

2gMN

)
+

1

4
e2φ
(
HMPQH

PQ
N − 1

6
(H(3))

2gMN

)
, (59)

where vol6 = ∗1.

3Our convention for the Hodge dual on a D-dimensional Lorentzian manifold in terms of an orthonormal frame

{em}, is ∗(em1 ∧ · · · ∧ emp) = 1
q!
ε
m1···mp

n1···nqe
n1 ∧ · · · ∧ enq , where ε012...(D−1) = 1, e012...(D−1) = −1, and q = D− p.
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